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4 of 4 review helpful Short on the Funny But a Good One By Doctor Moss Ever since I read White Noise I ve been 
hoping for another book from Delillo that is as funny and insightful This one isn t bad at all although it s a little short 
on the funny The plot there s not a lot of action in this involves a strategic defense consultant named Richard Elster 
who has retreated to his desert getaway after his stint advis A brief unnerving and exceptionally hard hitting novel 
about time and loss as only the bestselling and National Book Award winning author of White Noise and Underworld 
can tell it In this potent and beautiful novel the writer The New York Times calls ldquo prophetic about twenty first 
century America rdquo looks into the mind and heart of a scholar who was recruited to help the military conceptualize 
the war We see Richard Elste From Publishers Weekly Signature ed by Dan FespermanIt s hardly a new experience to 
emerge from a Don DeLillo novel feeling faintly disturbed and disoriented This is both a charm and a curse of much 
of his fiction a reason he is so exciting to some re 
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